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Abstract—As cellular network operators are struggling to
keep up with the rapidly increasing traffic demand, two key
directions are deemed necessary for beyond 4G networks: (i)
extensive cell densification to improve spatial reuse, and (ii)
storage of content as close to the user as possible to cope with
the backhaul constraints and increased interference. However,
caching has mostly been studied with an exclusive focus either
on the backhaul network (e.g. the “femto-caching” line of work)
or on the radio access (e.g. through coded caching or cache-
aided CoMP). As a result, an understanding of the impact of
edge caching on network-wide and end-to-end performance is
lacking. In this paper we investigate the problem of optimal
caching in a context where nearby small cells (“femto-helpers”)
can coordinate not just in terms of what to cache but also to
perform Joint Transmission (a type of CoMP). We show that
interesting tradeoffs arise between caching policies that improve
radio access and ones that improve backhaul, and propose an
algorithm that provably achieves an 1/2-approximation ratio
to the optimal one (which is NP-hard), and performs well in
simulated scenarios.

Index Terms—caching, joint transmission, CoMP, heteroge-
neous cellular networks

I. INTRODUCTION

Traffic demand in cellular networks continues to increase at
high pace. The prediction is that by 2020 mobile data traffic
will reach 30.6 exabytes per month, 75% of which will be
video related [1]. To keep up with this trend, it is widely
accepted that the mobile network has to become consider-
ably denser and heterogeneous, with overlapping layers of
small cells (e.g. pico, femto). This densification promises to
considerably increase the rates offered to users over the air.
However, it also poses a significant challenge on the design
of the backhaul network, which now has to carry significantly
more traffic per m2 over capacity limited and usually wireless
links, threatening to become the new bottleneck.

To this end, researchers have proposed to push popular
content closer to the user (e.g. at small cells) during off-peak
hours, in order to reduce backhaul traffic at peak hours, and
also to reduce the access latency to the content. One of the
first works to study the problem of edge caching is [2], which
coined the term femto-caching. The paper considers a dense
network, where a user can communicate with multiple base
stations with local caches. When a user’s requested content is
available at the reachable base stations, the request is satisfied
by the base station with the highest transmission rate, without
adding load to the backhaul. Hence, unlike the case of isolated
caches, where it’s optimal to cache the most popular files in
each, caching different files at the base stations can increase

the amount of total cache space accessible to a user leading to
better hit rates. However, as different users might see different
base stations, with partially overlapping coverage, the problem
of whether to cache the same or different files becomes hard,
and the authors propose efficient approximation algorithms.

A number of follow-up works have extended the femto-
caching framework, e.g. for storage in user devices [3], multi-
layer video streaming where video quality can be traded off
with hit rate [4], multicast through multiple helper nodes, using
LTEs eMBMS framework [5], considering social aspects [6],
as well as dynamic cache replacement policies [7], [8] and
the tradeoff between edge caching and user request routing
Naveen et al. [9]. The common denominators between most
of these works can be summarized as follows: (i) The main
bottleneck is the backhaul link, (ii) the transmission phase
is ignored (assuming requests are asynchronous and non-
interfering) or simplified, (iii) global caching gains stem from
cells coverage overlaps.

Nevertheless, when considering a wireless setup, content
delivery over the radio access link becomes just as important
as the placement problem. If multiple nearby base stations
(BS) have the same content cached, they can coordinate in
order to improve performance on the radio access link. For
example, several base stations can perform Joint Transmission
(JT) to simultaneously transmit the same file to a single user,
e.g. for power and diversity gains, which is particularly useful
to edge users. Alternatively, multiple user requests could be
satisfied in parallel by forming a MU-MIMO channel, between
the BSs and users involved. Such techniques are often referred
to as Coordinated Multi-point (CoMP) transmission [10]. With
the data cached locally on each BS involved, only channel
state information (CSI) information needs to be exchanged
over the backhaul to coordinate the transmission, which is a
much smaller burden, compared to exchanging whole video
files. These ideas have led researchers to argue that caching
and transmission algorithms at each involved BS must be
jointly designed in order to facilitate such CoMP opportunities,
whether this is a distributed BS setup [12] or cloudRAN
scenario [13].

Recent work by Maddah-Ali and Niesen [11] revealed quite
interesting findings about the fundamental gains achievable
by jointly considering caching and coded transmissions in a
broadcast channel. Finally, in the very recent work of [14],
ideas from coded caching are also used to derive fundamental
performance bounds on the impact of caching for a simple
K-user interference channel.

A dichotomy appears then in the existing literature: the



femto-caching line of work aims to reduce backhaul traffic
and then focuses on hit rates as main performance metric, the
cache-aided communication line of work instead maximizes
the transmission rates achievable on the radio access channel,
ignoring the effect of cache misses. As a result, a clear
understanding of the impact on end-to-end (or network-wide)
performance is lacking and our paper targets this omission. We
address the problem of cache placement that jointly optimizes
both radio access and backhaul performance, in a setup where
small cells (“femto-nodes”) can coordinate both in terms of
what they cache and in how they transmit.

As a first step in this direction, we focus on JT technique for
the radio access part. Every time the requested file is cached
at several base stations in the user’s range, the base stations
can jointly transmit the file to the user. The transmission
rate of JT is higher than that of each separate base station.
Hence, storing the same (popular) files is optimal with respect
to radio access transmission. On the other hand, storing
different files in these base stations might lead to fewer cache
misses and thus accesses to the backhaul network, which
is important if the latter is the bottleneck. To the best of
our knowledge, the only other paper looking at the radio
access/backhaul tradeoff is [15], where two different CoMP
techniques are studied, namely Maximum Ratio Transmission
(MRT) and Zero-Forcing BeamForming (ZFBF) [16]. The
authors consider two caching heuristics: a randomized caching
policy for MRT and a threshold policy for ZFBF. While
they derive the optimal parameter setting of such heuristics,
they are in general suboptimal and there is no theoretical
performance guarantee in comparison to the optimal content
allocation. On the contrary, our allocation algorithm has a
provable approximation ratio.

More in details, in this paper we make the following
contributions:

• We formulate the problem of optimal cache placement
towards optimizing end-to-end content download delay;

• We show that the problem is NP-hard, but has desirable
submodularity properties that lead to an efficient algo-
rithm with a provable 1/2-approximation ratio.

• We compare our scheme towards standard femto-caching
(where a user fetches a content from the best BS), as well
as an “advanced” femto-caching policy where caching is
performed as in the baseline, but opportunities for JT
transmissions are exploited. Our findings suggests our
joint policy can best exploit the tradeoffs existing in this
context, and also reveals some interesting tradeoffs in
different operating regimes.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. First, in Sec-
tion II we formulate the problem of caching that minimizes the
downloading time of a file as an integer programming problem.
Section III discusses the particular case of the problem, when
the signal that all users receive from the base stations is
the same. We show, that under some conditions, the target
function is submodular over matroid constraints, what means
that the problem can be solved efficiently with guaranteed
approximation. Then in Section IV we discuss what changes
for the general model. In Section V we present the simulation

results. We find the cases for which the proposed caching has
significant benefits comparing to the femto-caching policy.

II. PROBLEM MODELING

Content: There is a content catalog of F files, and file f is
characterized by popularity pf , e.g. expressed as the request
rate for file f . For simplicity we assume that all the files are
of the same size M (for example, we can think that the files
are split in chunks of the same size).

Network nodes: We assume there are H small cells (mi-
cro/pico/femto), which we will call helpers, each able to store
up to C different files. Again, for simplicity, we assume the
same caching size for all helpers. The problem can be easily
generalized to the case when the caches of the helpers are of
different sizes. There are also U users each requesting a file
according to the above popularity. We assume that the requests
are asynchronous.

User-Helper Connectivity: We introduce the variables eiu
denoting if user u can download from helper i (eiu = 1) or
not (eiu = 0). When the download is possible giu denotes
the corresponding downlink SNR. For convenience, we also
define giu = 0 when u cannot download from i.

Storage Variables: Let X be a H × F matrix that tracks
which files are cached on which helpers, thus xif = 1 if the
file f is cached on the helper i, and xif = 0 otherwise. We will
call X the placement or caching matrix. X is the main control
variable in our system and our goal is to choose X optimally to
minimize the average end-to-end delay per content download.

Let k(u, f) be the number of copies of the file f in the
helpers of the user u under placement X:

k(u, f) =

H∑
i=1

xifeiu.

All the notations are summarized in Table I.
Performance metric: We focus on downlink traffic and

consider the end-to-end delay to fetch a content which consists
of two components: (i) the backhaul delay, which has to be
incurred only if the content is not locally cached; (ii) the
radio access delay, which depends on the transmission policy
assumed. In the following we detail our assumptions about the
radio access transmission, and how these affect the above two
delay components.

A. Non-cooperative (baseline) transmission

In this simple setup, we assume that base stations do not
cooperate during transmission. This is the case for the basic
femto-caching setup [2]. Without loss of generality, we will
use the Shannon rate for radio transmissions.

Cache miss: If the content is not found in any nearby BS,
i.e. k(u, f) = 0, then it is fetched over the backhaul to the BS
with the best signal for user u, incurring a fixed delay db. It
is then transmitted from that BS only, incurring radio access
delay equal to:

dr,m(u) =
M

W log2

(
1 + max

i=1,...H
giu

) ,



and a total delay equal to dm(u) = dr,m(u) + db.
Cache hit: If the requested content is found on at least one

helper within the transmission range, i.e. k(u, f) > 0, then it
is downloaded by the one with the best channel, and the radio
access delay in this non-cooperative setting is given by:

d
(nc)
r,h (u, f) =

M

W log2

(
1 + max

i=1,...H
giuxif

) .

The backhaul delay in this case is 0.
Optimization problem: Our goal is to find the optimal

allocation that minimizes the average delay in the network
d̄(nc):

d̄(nc) =

=
∑
u,f

pf

(
1k(u,f)=0dm(u) + 1k(u,f)>0d

(nc)
r,h (u, f)

)
=

∑
u,f

pf

((
1− 1k(u,f)>0

)
dm(u) + 1k(u,f)>0d

(nc)
r,h (u, f)

)
=

∑
u,f

pf

(
dm(u)− 1k(u,f)>0

(
dm(u)− d

(nc)
r,h (u, f)

))
=

∑
u

dm(u)−
∑
u,f

pf1k(u,f)>0

(
dm(u)− d

(nc)
r,h (u, f)

)
.

Observing that the first term
∑

u dm(u) does not depend on
content allocation X minimizing the delay is equivalent to the
following problem:

Problem 1 (Femto problem): In a non-cooperative setting,
minimizing the average delay is equivalent to solve the fol-
lowing maximization problem:

maximize:

F (nc)(X) =
∑
u,f

pf1k(u,f)>0

(
dm(u)− d

(nc)
r,h (u, f)

)

subject to:
∑F

f=1 xif ≤ C, for i = 1, . . . H

Problem 1 is an integer programming problem and it is
equivalent to the original femto-caching problem considered
in [2]. The only difference is the interpretation of the delay
upon a miss dm(u). Here, it is the sum of the backhaul delay
and a radio delay, while in [2] it is the retrieval time from a
slow macro-BS. From the results in [2] it follows then that
Problem 1 is NP-hard, but a greedy algorithm achieves a 1/2-
approximation ratio.

Qualitatively, given that each user does not benefit from
having multiple copies of the same content available at dif-
ferent helpers, we expect that the solution of Problem 1 will
try to make the largest number of popular contents available
at each user and then it will maximize the hit probability over
all the network.

B. Cooperative transmission

In this setup we assume base stations cooperation. We
will use JT only for the base stations that already have the

TABLE I
NOTATION SUMMARY

Notation Description
M size of a file
W channel bandwidth
{1, . . . , U} users
{1, . . . , H} helpers
{1, . . . , F} files
C cache capacity
pf popularity distribution
giu SNR from the helper i to user u
xif caching of the file f on the helper i
db backhaul downloading time
dr,m(u) radio access delay for cache miss
dm(u) total delay for cache miss
dr,h(u, f) radio access delay for cache hit
d̄ average delay in the network
(c), (nc) superscripts, meaning cooperative

and non-cooperative transmission

requested file cached and are in the user’s neighborhood 1.
Cache miss: Upon a miss, the radio access delay and

backhaul delay are the same as for the non-cooperative trans-
mission and then the total delay is still dm.

Cache hit: If user u requests file f , which is cached at least
on one neighboring helper, the backhaul delay is 0 and all the
helpers will coordinate their transmissions so that the SNRs
sum at the mobile. The radio access delay is then:

d
(c)
r,h(u, f) =

M

W log (1 +
∑

h=1..H xifgiu)
.

Optimization problem: The average delay is in this case

d̄(c) =
∑
u,f

pf

(
1k(u,f)=0dm(u) + 1k(u,f)>0d

(c)
r,h(u, f)

)
.

Carrying on calculations similar to those for the non-
cooperative case we can conclude that

Problem 2 (CoMP problem): In a cooperative setting min-
imizing the average delay is equivalent to solve the following
maximization problem:

maximize:

F (c)(X) =
∑
u,f

pf1k(u,f)>0

(
dm(u)− d

(c)
r,h(u, f)

)
(1)

subject to:
∑F

f=1 xif ≤ C, for i = 1, . . . H.
Likewise for the caching without cooperation, the higher

hit probability means the lower downloading time. However,
for the cooperative transmission, we can achieve higher radio
access rates, comparing to the non-cooperative transmission,
if there are possibilities to use joint transmission. Hence,
to minimize the downloading delay of the files that can be
served by multiple base stations, we should maximize the
opportunities of the joint transmission, that we will call CoMP
opportunities. In order to have a CoMP opportunity for a given

1Another possibility is to use also other base stations from the user’s
neighborhood, that do not necessary have the requested file cached. However
in this case the base stations, that do not have the requested file cached, have
to download it from the backhaul. As this would multiply the backhaul load
by a factor equal to the number of BSs cooperating, we do not consider it as
an option here.



user, the same file should be cached on several reachable
base stations. On the other hand, the user will have higher
hit probability if different files are cached. Hence the caching
policy has two options: to increase the opportunities of the JT
transmissions or to diversify the files.

Problem 2 is an integer programming problem and it is NP-
hard, as it can be proven similarly to what done in [2].

In the next section we will show that the objective function
is monotone and submodular, with constraints that can be
written in matroid form. Based on this, we propose a greedy
algorithm whose performance cannot be worse than 1

2 of the
optimal solution.

III. OPTIMAL CONTENT PLACEMENT FOR UNIFORM SNR

We first study CoMP problem when the SNRs between all
the users and the reachable helpers are the same. i.e. giu = g if
the user u can connect to the helper i, or giu = 0 otherwise. In
this case for any user u, dm(u) = dm = db + M

W log(1+g) , and

d
(c)
r,h(u, f) = M

W log(1+k(u,f)g) . We can note, that d
(c)
r,h(u, f)

is now the function of k(u, f): d
(c)
r,h(u, f) = d

(c)
r,h(k(u, f)).

Problem 2 can then be formulated as follows:
Problem 2a (Uniform SNR case):
maximize:

F (c)(X) =
∑
u,f

pf1k(u,f)>0

[
dm − d

(c)
r,h(k(u, f))

]
(2)

subject to: ∑
f=1..F

xif ≤ C, for i = 1, . . . H (3)

Let us define the ground set S =
{s11, . . . sH1, . . . s1F , . . . sHF }, where sif is an abstract
element denoting that helper i caches file f . Any matrix
placement X can be put then in correspondence with a subset
X ⊂ S, where sif belongs to X if and only if xif = 1, i.e.
if content f is cached on helper i. We can then look at the
function F (c) in (2) as a function of the set X rather than
of the matrix X. Similarly, constraint (3) defines the feasible
sets X to be considered in the optimization problem. From
now on we will then look at Problem 2a as the optimization
of a set function.

A heuristic to solve Problem 2a is the following greedy
algorithm. Start from an empty solution T = ∅, and then
iteratively add to T the element s ∈ S that does not violate
the constraint (3) and maximizes F (c)(T ∪ {s}) − F (c)(T ).
We are going to prove that this algorithm achieves a 1/2-
approximation ratio for Problem 2a. To this purpose we need
the following two lemmas.

Lemma 1. Constraints (3) define a partition matroid on the
set S.

This result was proven in original femto-caching paper [2,
lemma 2], so we omit the proof.

Lemma 2. The function (2) is monotone and submodular on
the set S, if the backhaul delay is at least as large as the radio
access delay:

db ≥ d
(c)
r,h(1). (4)

Proof:
It is obvious that the function is monotone: when we add

one more file to a helper we can only reduce the average delay
and then increase the value of F (c). To check if the objective
function is submodular, let us consider two sets X and X ′,
X ⊂ X ′ ⊂ S. Let gX be the gain of adding element s∗if to
the set X , that is:

gX = F (c)(X ∪ {s∗if})− F (c)(X).

Similarly the gain of adding the same element s∗if to X ′ is
gX′ .

For the users that do not see the helper i and for the files
different from f nothing will change, so their corresponding
terms will add up to 0. Let U(i) be the set of users that are in
the i helper’s range. Let k(u, f) and k′(u, f) be the number
of copies of the file f in the helpers of the user u respectively
for placement X and placement X ′ before adding the element
s∗if . Then:

gX − gX′ =
∑

u∈U(i)

pf

[
dm − d

(c)
r,h(k(u, f) + 1)

]
−

∑
u∈U(i)

pf1k(u,f)>0

[
dm − d

(c)
r,h(k(u, f))

]
−

∑
u∈U(i)

pf

[
dm − d

(c)
r,h(k′(u, f) + 1)

]
+

∑
u∈U(i)

pf1k′(u,f)>0

[
dm − d

(c)
r,h(k′(u, f))

]

For the users, for which k(u, f) = k′(u, f), the gain is the
same for both placements, so the difference becomes 0. Thus
we need to look at the cases when k(u, f) < k′(u, f).

To simplify the notation, let us divide the users U(i) in 2
classes:
• U1 are the users for which k(u, f) > 0.

The gain for placement X: transition from downloading
from k helpers to k + 1 helpers.
The gain for placement X ′: transition from downloading
from k′ helpers to k′ + 1 helpers.

• U2 are the users for which k(u, f) = 0.
The gain for placement X: transition from downloading
through the backhaul to 1 helper.
The gain for placement X ′: transition from downloading
from k′ helpers to k′ + 1 helpers.

gX − gX′ =∑
u∈U1

pf

[
d
(c)
r,h(k)− d

(c)
r,h(k + 1)− (d

(c)
r,h(k′)− d

(c)
r,h(k′ + 1))

]
+
∑
u∈U2

pf

[
(dm − d

(c)
r,h(1)− (d

(c)
r,h(k′)− d

(c)
r,h(k′ + 1))

]
.

The first term is positive, because the function:

f(x) = d
(c)
r,h(x)− d

(c)
r,h(x + 1),



is decreasing for x > 0. The following inequalities are true:

db ≥ d
(c)
r,h(1)− d

(c)
r,h(2) ≥ d

(c)
r,h(k′)− d

(c)
r,h(k′ + 1). (5)

The first inequality follows from the condition (4), the second
again because the function f(x) is decreasing. We can notice
that db = dm − d

(c)
r,h(1), so the inequalities (5) guarantee that

the second term is non-negative.
We showed that the gain of adding the element s∗fh to the

caching X is at least as big as adding it to the caching X ′.
Hence, the objective function (2) is submodular.

Since the objective function (2) is submodular over the set
S and the constraints (3) define a partition matroid on this set,
the described greedy algorithm achieves a 1/2-approximation
for Problem 2a [17].

Before moving to the general problem, let us discuss the
condition (4). Actually, from the inequalities (5), we see
that the Lemma 2 holds for more relaxed constrains, when
db = dm− d

(c)
r,h(1) ≥ d

(c)
r,h(1)− d

(c)
r,h(2). This condition means

that the performance gain from having one copy locally (as
opposed to fetching the content over the backhaul) is greater
than the additional gain from having two helpers caching and
transmitting as opposed to just 1.

IV. OPTIMAL CONTENT PLACEMENT FOR
HETEROGENEOUS SNR

We will discuss now the general problem. Before formulat-
ing the lemma let us define two variables, first:

gain1(u, h) = dm(u)− M

W log(1 + ghu)
,

and second:

gain2(u, h1, h2) =

M

W log(1 + gh1u)
− M

W log(1 + gh1u + gh2u)
(6)

Lemma 3. The function (1) is monotone and submodular on
the set S if for any user u and any two different helpers h1

and h2:
gain1(u, h1) > gain2(u, h1, h2). (7)

We will not present the proof here as it is analogous to the
same SNR case. Roughly speaking, the condition (7) means,
that for a fixed user the SNRs, that it receives from the
helpers to which it is allowed to connect, should not be very
different. This can be done by putting the thresholds on the
SNR. In general, the greedy algorithm can be applied even
if the constraints of lemmas 2 and 3 do not hold, and it will
probably find good enough solution. However, for some cases
it can start to look for the solution in the wrong direction, thus
we cannot guarantee a 1/2-approximation.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

We want to evaluate the improvement from solving the
CoMP Problem 2 and then jointly optimizing caching and co-
operative transmissions. As baseline, we consider the optimal
caching allocation found in a non-cooperative scenario, i.e. the
solution of the Femto Problem 1. In order to understand which

Fig. 1. Average delay in the network for uniform SNR evaluation, Sec. V-A

Fig. 2. Comparison of CoMP usage for the Femto and CoMP caching

part of the improvement is simply due to JT, we also consider
a third scenario, where contents are allocated as determined
by Problem 1, but the base stations take advantage of any
opportunity to jointly transmit the content. We refer to this
third scenario as Femto+.

Unless otherwise said, the setting considered in our simula-
tions is the following. We have a squared area with side equal
to 300m, where 25 helpers located at the centers of an hexag-
onal grid, so that the minimum distance between two helpers
is 75m. The wireless channel has bandwidth W = 5 MHz,
while the backhaul transmission rate is 100 Mbps. The cache
of each helper can store 3 files out of a catalogue of 20 files,
with size M = 1 Gbit. Content popularities follow a Zipf
distribution with parameter s, i.e. pf ∝ 1/fs. 100 users are
placed uniformly at random in the area. Each user can connect
to any helper less than R = 100 m away. We consider first
the uniform SNR case.

A. Uniform SNR case evaluation

We consider here that the downlink SNR is 12 dB from any
base station the user can reach.

Figure 1 compares the average time to download a file in
Femto, Femto+ and CoMP cases, for different values of the
parameter s of the Zipf distribution (s = 0 corresponds to
the uniform distribution, the larger s the more skewed the
distribution). First, we notice that Femto+ always outperforms
Femto. This is expected because content allocation is exactly
the same in the two cases, but in Femto+ case the base stations



Fig. 3. Comparison of hit probability for the Femto and CoMP caching

are allowed to cooperate, if they store the same file. While in
the Femto case the user will always download from a single
helper, in the Femto+ case he/she will download from the
reachable helpers having a copy of the content.

Secondly, CoMP caching always outperforms femto-caching
(both in the non-cooperative and cooperative cases). This is
also expected because CoMP allocation is the solution of
Problem 2 and then it minimizes the delay taking into account
the possibility of cooperative transmissions. What is more
interesting is the relative performance of the three approaches
as s varies. When contents have the same popularity (s ≈ 0),
the improvement from storing an additional copy of the
same file on one of the helpers is always smaller than the
improvement from storing the first copy of a new content. In
this case both Problem 1 and Problem 2 try to make available
the largest number possible of files and then to maximize the
hit rate. As s increases, popularities start becoming different
and CoMP caching starts showing significant improvement
comparing to femto-caching. For example, for moderately
skewed distribution with s = 0.6 femto-caching achieves a
4.84% improvement in comparison to the Femto+ case and
6.52% in comparison to the Femto case. For a more skewed
distribution with s = 1.5 the difference between the cachings
is more significant: 22, 97% comparing to Femto+ case,
27, 2% comparing to Femto case. Note that the improvement
cannot be simply explained through the possibility to exploit
occasional opportunity for joint transmissions, otherwise the
delay of CoMP and Femto+ would be much closer. The figure
suggests that the two problems produce a very different content
allocation.

This conclusion is supported by Figures 3 and 2 that show
respectively i) the average number of helpers from which a
user can download the content and ii) the hit probability. We
observe that content allocations are different even for small
values of s. CoMP on average stores in the caches more copies
of the same content than Femto does, up to 3 times more for
s = 1.5. Correspondingly, less contents are available to the
user and the hit probability is smaller than for Femto and can
even decrease in comparison to s = 0.

1) CoMP and Femto caching difference: We now move to
study which parameters affect the performance gap between
CoMP and Femto caching.

We start considering a reference scenario with s = 1.5 and
R = 300 m, so that each user can potentially download from
any helper. The corresponding average delay is indicated by

Fig. 4. CoMP caching performance evaluation

the leftmost set of bars in Figure 4 denoted by “best.” The
bars show the different values for the three cases discussed
above as well as a fourth setting when there is no cache. This
scenario is particularly favorable to CoMP, that reduces the
download time of 40% in comparison to Femto or Femto+. Let
us try to understand why this setting gives such good results.
In the experiments below we change this reference scenario
one characteristic at a time.

Network links characteristics: In the reference scenario
the largest component of the delay is due to the wireless link:
indeed the file downloading time from a single helper is about
25s, while the backhaul delay is only 10s. In this situation,
joint transmissions can lead to a significant reduction of the
radio delay, so that it is convenient to increase the number
of copies of the most popular contents, while paying the
additional 10s to retrieve some less popular contents through
the backhaul. In the second scenario we consider higher SNR
(40dB) and slower backhaul rates (22 Mbps). Cache misses
are now very penalized, so both CoMP and Femto caching
will increase file diversity. The second set of bars in Figure 4
shows that the performance improvement is reduced to a few
percent.

Popularity distribution: As we have already discussed
above, when all the files are equally popular, the allocations
produced by the Femto and the CoMP problems are the
same. The third set of bars in Figure 4 shows that CoMP
performs slightly better than Femto, but simply because of
the occasional joint transmissions, as it is revealed by the fact
that Femto+ achieves the same average delay.

Connectivity between the helpers and users: In the
reference scenario each user can reach all the helpers. There
are then many possibilities for base stations’ cooperation. If we
reduce network connectivity, CoMP has less opportunities to
exploit. Moreover, in more cases users are reachable through
a single helper and then both CoMP and Femto caches the
most popular files at this helper. The last column of Figure 4
corresponds to an experiment where the transmission range is
R = 50 m and then on average a user can reach 1.5 helpers.
Again we see that CoMP and Femto cachings produce similar
results.

Cache capacity: Reducing network connectivity can also
be seen as reducing the total cache size a user can take
advantage of. We can expect then that if, maintaining the
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same connectivity, we reduce the size of each helper’s cache,
the performance gap decreases. Indeed, for both CoMP and
Femto caching the greedy algorithm will first cache the most
popular files, so that each user can download them from one
of the reachable helpers. The first iterations of the greedy
algorithm lead then to similar allocations in both cases. The
allocations will rather differ at later iterations (if any): Femto
caching will start to cache less popular files to increase
file diversity, CoMP caching will make more copies of the
popular files to create more CoMP opportunities. However,
the smaller the caches, the smaller the number of iterations of
the greedy algorithms and then the similar the allocations. The
corresponding numerical results are not shown in the figure,
but confirm this explanation.

B. Heterogeneous SNR case evaluation

Finally, in Figure 5 we present the results for the hetero-
geneous SNR case. In particular, SNR values for each helper-
user pair have been drawn uniformly at random in the interval
[SNR0 − ∆SNR,SNR0 + ∆SNR]. The figure shows the
delay versus the SNR range ∆SNR when the average SNR
value (SNR0) is 17dB and s = 1.5. We see that also in
this setting CoMP caching improves performance, but the
improvement becomes smaller the more heterogeneous the
SNR values. This is expected because the more different are
the SNR values, the more important becomes the helper with
the largest SNR value and the advantage of joint transmissions
is reduced.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this work we considered the problem of caching for
the dense network, where the base stations can cooperate to
transmit the same file to a user simultaneously. We formulated
caching placement problem as an integer programming prob-
lem. First, we considered the case of uniform SNR. We showed
under which conditions the problem can be solved efficiently
with the greedy algorithm. Then we generalized the results
for the initial problem. To evaluate the performance of the
proposed CoMP caching, we conducted the simulations, where
we compared this caching to the standard Femto caching
and Femto caching, where the base stations are allowed to

cooperate. The simulations allowed us to define the scenarios
where CoMP caching performs significantly better than Femto
caching.

For the future work we would like to consider also other
CoMP techniques like scheduled beamforming, multiuser
MIMO, etc.
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